Introduction
Makai [7] , [8] and Polya [10] introduced the method of interior parallels to construct trial functions for the Rayleigh quotient of a vibrating membrane. Payne and Weinberger [9] sharpened these results by using some geometrical inequalities of Sz.-Nagy [11] . They proved the following theorem: Among all homogeneous membranes of given area which are fixed along the outer boundary curve of given length and are free otherwise, the annulus has the highest first eigenvalue. Hersch [4] considered multiply-connected membranes which are fixed on one inner curve and are free otherwise.
He showed that for these membranes with an inner boundary of given length the first eigenvalue is not greater than that for an annulus of the same area. The aim of the present is to prove similar results for membranes which are partially free on their outer boundary, and to generalize them to the case of inhomogeneous membranes. In the first section we extend the method of interior parallels to curves which are not closed. It will be that the inequalities of Sz.-Nagy remain valid in a slightly modified form. These inequalities will be used in the second part to derive isoperimetric inequalities for the membrane. The proofs will be similar to those in [9] and [4] . The principal results of this paper were obtained during a stay at the Advanced Studies Center of the Battelle Institute, Geneva. §1. Inequalities of Sz.-Nagy for parallel sets in sectors. 1*1. Let S be the sector O^_r<ao, 0 <^ 9 <L a (r,9 polar coordinates). Let G(G 0 S ^ 0) be a bounded simply-connected domain which contains the origin and which is bounded by two linear segments an Q = 0 and 0 = a, and by a Jordan arc T . We assume that r OS consists of only one arc. if B is a domain such that B 0 F / (6, and if c c B is a rectifiable curve joining f a point PcB and r 9 then d (P, 
The following lemma is a generalization of a result obtained by
Sz.-Nagy [11] . we conclude that
Since (f +fc ) + = ^+/ t+r w (3) is valid for all exterior parallels.
Under our assumptions on r. f(t) = L (t) -at is continuous and has a right-hand side derivative f
we can write f(t) = (A + (t) -(a/2)t )». The function
This proves assertion (a) of lemma 1 for this particular case.
The proof of (b) is analogous. We have
exists and satisfies the inequality At\O
Because of the assumption a <^_ u', (5) holds for all interior parallels, in particular for those which consist of different arcs. As before, we conclude that J(t)= A(t) + (a/2)t is a continuous and concave function of t.
2
In the general case we approximate G by domains of the type described in 1°. The proof is exactly the same as in [11] and will therefore be omitted.
From now on, let T be a Jordan arc containing a finite number 2 of arcs of class C . The concavity of F(t) or J(t) guarantees the existence of A 1 (t) or A^(t). In [2] , [3] it is shown that, except for a finite number of corners, and for almost all t, the F, ... are of class C . Hence
The results of Hartman are valid for parallels on more general Riemannian manifolds.
It follows therefore that The proof is the same as in [4, 5] , Lemma 1(b) and formula (6) lead to
and thus,
By (8) and (9) we have L ! (t)L(t)dt <^ -adA(t), and integration yields
This inequality was obtained by a different method in [1] .
Because of (12), (11) yields
In view of (8) , this proves the assertion.
We now consider the following case: Let G be contained in the sector S = {0<^9<^_g, O<^r<ao}, and let A be on 9 = 0 and B on 0 = 8. r thus divides S into two components G o o and G . We suppose that G belongs to the unbounded component G . The exterior parallels are defined as f f +t = (PeG^; <i G (P,r Q ) = t); we set r +t = f +t n G 2) It is always possible to extend k(s) and r in a way that the conditions of theorem I are satisfied.
3)
For the homogeneous membrane fixed along T , we L 2 have A-< 3-r-. This inequality is similar to that of Makai [7] 1 o and is obtained immediately by setting v(t) = t. The remarks (1) and (4) under Theorem I* remain also valid in this case.
